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About This Game

Do you have what it takes to run a vet clinic?

Why not find out! Take care of adorable pets and other animals in this brand-new time management game! �� �� �� ��

In Dr. Cares - Pet Rescue 911, you'll get the chance to become a real vet. How does taking care of adorable animals across 60
story levels and 30 challenge levels sound? As you explore 6 fluffy chapters, you'll perform special treatments, and can even

upgrade your clinic!

But who is this Dr. Cares? Let's introduce you! Born to take care of pets and other animals, vet graduate Amy Cares decides to
leave her grandfather's vet clinic behind to take a job at a prestigious clinic in New York. It seems like a great place to help

animals, and really make a difference. But can she stay true to what she believes, and resist the many distractions the big city has
to offer?

Enjoy this pet rescue time management game brought to you by GameHouse, the creators of the Delicious and Heart's
Medicine series!

❤️ DISCOVER THE 1ST SEASON of this pet rescue game, brought to you by the creators of the amazing Delicious and
Heart's Medicine series!

❤️ BECOME A REAL VET and take care of pets and other animals across 6 fluffy chapters
❤️ RUN PET CLINICS as you take on tons of time management tasks across 60 wonderful story levels, and 30 extra

challenge stages
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❤️ HELP AND RESCUE ANIMALS and perform all kinds of treatments in 18 different mini-games
❤️ ENJOY A LIGHT-HEARTED DRAMA about friendship, love, and finding your true self

❤️ MEET A WONDERFUL CAST of quirky characters that'll grow on you in no time
❤️ EARN UPGRADES FOR YOUR CLINICS, collect trophies to unlock memories from Amy's memories box, and unlock

all the diamonds to collect Newton's toys
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Title: Dr. Cares - Pet Rescue 911
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Nitreal
Publisher:
GameHouse
Release Date: 21 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chinese
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This is the first vet game that I really enjoyed, taking the journey with Amy is really fun and exciting. I love all the characters,
specifically Newton, he really makes the story better. I enjoyed getting all the achievements and building up the vet clinic to it's
former glory, I love how the story relates to in real life to follow your dreams and achieving it. The story is rich and really fun to
care for all the animals, but don't forget that pink puppy too. Recommended indeed!!. Cute game, cute stories. You really
understand how the characters are feeling and whatnot. Great soundtrack, kinda hard to find the mice if you don't have your
volume up to a certain level lol. Just my opinion though.
. While not my favourite of the GameHouse roster, I did enjoy playing Pet Rescue 101. The gameplay was significantly slower
than the Allison Heart games, so there were a few times I felt impatient with the "customer thinking" phase. After playing
games requiring more strategic thinking on a time limit, Pet Rescue wasn't as challenging. As usual, I liked the overall story but
found most of the characters to be stereotype cutouts and not very appealing. Amy, especially, didn't have a lot of substance and
I'm disappointed there wasn't much more to her character other than surface dialogue.

 I am still giving it a recommendation to play, however, if you enjoy the GameHouse style of task management.. Another one of
the lovely series from our favorite GameHouse Original Stories! <3 I love how this series reflect on most of the concept on how
most people usually sees animals these days; especially mostly in the modern societies - like some sees animals as possessions
and accessories while some just sees them as tool to make money. It is also a beautiful adventure with Amy throughout the
whole game and accompany her in learning from mistakes; trial and error in life.

Overall, I love the mini games and the soundtracks - especially their main song; it is so beautiful and free. If you have play all
other GH Original Stories Games, you definitely know you should be getting this as well! Absolutely enjoyable and worth of the
time to play. Thumb up for GHOS and Nitreal.. I've always loved these games, especially when theres a storyline to them.
they're easygoing and not that hard to do. onto the next one now lol.. Definitely enjoyed this - it's not as intense as Heart's
Medicine, so if you're looking for a sweet, casual time management game this is a good choice.. I've always loved GameHouse's
time management games. The story feels the same as the other games, but it's still a lot of fun. I didn't find the pets as cute as
they ought to be, but taking care of them in different departments made the game really interesting.. Love!! I enjoyed the story
as well as the gameplay. A good buy if you are looking for a casual game!!
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